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With the following information it  concerns directives. The entry conditions can change at  short  notice;  legally binding or  additional

information are to be asked at the embassy of the respective destination.

Entry and exit

Conditions of entry

A valid passport is su cient to travel to Indonesia. Even with a preliminary passport it is possible, though a visa must be applied alreadyffi

before. Children are allowed to enter with a child passport. Note that the travel documents have to be valid at least six month after entry.

Visa

Tourists, who do not plan to work in Indonesia, can get a Visa on Arrival. There are two options:

a. free visa - no costs involved; not extendable / renewable. Must leave from the same port of entry.

b. 35 USD / EURO visa; extendable for another 30 days. Able to leave from di erent port of entry.ff

Only cash payment is possible;  change money occurs in Indonesian Rupiah. The Foreign O ce advices to hold ready the suitableffi

amount.

Airport Tax

There is no airport tax in Bali for leaving the country.

Journey

International air tra cffi
A wide range of  airlines are flying from Europe to Indonesia.  Flights  from Amsterdam are popular,  as there  exist  direct flights  to

Indonesia. Also very popular are flights via Singapore or Kuala Lumpur. Main port of entry to get to Moana is first to Bali (Airport from

Denpasar DPS).

Disclaimer

Please note that we simply compiled this list for your information. We do not intend to give you a comprehensive list. Refer to your

embassy or o cial places for all details if necessary.ffi

ON BOARD PAYMENTS

You can pay in several ways your on board bill.

c. CASH

You are more than welcome to pay with EURO, USD or (ideally) Indonesian Rupiah IDR. Our Cruise Director will use an 

exchange rate given by accounting. We cannot guarantee that your change is in the same currency you pay us. Likely it is in 

IDR.

2. CREDIT CARD VIA PAYPAL

We are happy to have this option for you available. In order to make payments with your credit card we work with PayPal. This

is an online payment system. Our Cruise Director will guide you through the payment process. Please note there is a 3.9%

surcharge for this option and subject to internet connection.

3. CREDIT CARD



Lately we are able to o er our guests the opportunity to pay with credits card. We have a new wireless credit card machineff

aboard,  which accepts  the following credit  cards:  Visa,  Mastercard,  American Express, and JCB. The fee is 2% and the

currency taken is IDR.

TIP

Tips are shared equally between the Indonesian crew members. We suggest a tip of 15 Euro / guest / day. Ideally you have

the tip in cash in IDR with you as our Cruise Director will hand out the tip to the crew directly at the end of the trip.

ATM

There is an ATM (automated teller machine) in Labuhan Bajo, Flores. We would kindly like you to make sure you have enough

cash with you before departure. Please inform our driver, cruise director at pick up that you will need to go to the ATM.

SAFE

Aboard Moana we do have a safe in the Cruise Director’s O ce. He is the only person with access. If you want to keep moneyffi

or important documents in the safe, please speak to him.


